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Chapter 751 This Human Didn’t Seem Normal! 

In the boundless desert, a figure was walking alone. There was a long trail of footsteps behind him, 

stretching all the way into the horizon. 

This was Wang Teng. He was searching for signs of star beasts to hunt for attribute bubbles. There 

seemed to be no living creatures in the desert, but there were many star beasts hiding below the sand. 

Earlier, Wang Teng had killed three rounds of desert star beasts that attacked him. 

The sun hung high in the sky, burning the land below. Direct exposure to the sun in the desert might 

cost you your life, but Wang Teng was casually strolling through the Sahara. His lips weren’t dry, and 

there was no perspiration seen on his forehead or body. He looked as if he was taking a walk after a 

meal. 

Everything was normal, if you ignored the strange cries coming from his mouth. 

“Dear little beasts, come out quickly! 

“Don’t hide! Let’s play a game of you kill me or I kill you 

“It’s really fun. I guarantee that you won’t feel like playing after you finish this round. Come out 

quickly…” 

Wang Teng sang in a soft voice. He sounded like a strange uncle trying to bewitch a little girl. It would be 

a miracle if a star beast came out to find him. 

Only Wang Teng could think of this method. His mind worked in strange ways. 

Suddenly, there was a movement under the sand to his left. With a bang, a black figure shot out. 

It was a huge black lizard. It looked like the Black Sand Magnetic Lizard Wang Teng had caught in the 

past. 

Wang Teng’s eyes lit up as if he had seen a treasure./ please keep reading on MYB0XN0VEL(d0t)C0M. 

The instant the huge black lizard pounced on him, Wang Teng swung his fist. 

Bang! 

The huge black lizard flew out a long way. All the bones in its body broke, and it fell weakly to the 

ground. It had died. 

Kill+1! 

A few attribute bubbles dropped out. Wang Teng picked them up immediately. 

Sand Control Talent*10 

Earth Force*380 

Blank Attribute*325 



Wang Teng’s eyes shone. He had received the Sand Control Talent from this large black lizard. Although 

it overlapped with the Heart Of Zhongyan and the Magnetic Physique and was less powerful than 

them… 

It was still a talent! 

Also, the Black Sand Magnetic Lizard once said that its companions were living in this desert. 

After seeing the black lizard, Wang Teng had enough proof to believe that this was the Black Sand 

Magnetic Lizard’s companion. 

As expected, while he was in deep thought, the sand around him churned, and numerous huge black 

lizards started crawling out. They hissed at Wang Teng. 

Hiss! 

Hiss! 

Hiss! 

Wang Teng had provoked the entire lizard race when he killed that huge black lizard. This was their 

territory. They were always the predators. They wouldn’t allow an invader to wreak havoc in their base. 

Boom! 

Two larger black lizards appeared in front of Wang Teng. Based on the intensity of their Force glows, 

they were at least at the 12-star lord level. 

There were two 12-star lord-level star beasts within this race. This was extremely rare! 

The black lizards around them moved aside to clear a path for these two bosses, who stopped in front of 

Wang Teng and said, “Human, how dare you invade the territory of the Black Sand Lizards?” 

“So what if I did?” Wang Teng cut it off. 

“We…” 

One of the Black Sand Lizards wanted to continue speaking, but Wang Teng interrupted it once again. He 

pretended to be scared and said, “What do you want to do? Do you want to eat me? You’re so cruel. 

This is so scary!” 

The Black Sand Lizard: … 

This human didn’t seem normal! 

“Don’t eat me. My meat is sour. It isn’t nice at all. I’m not lying. Please believe me,” Wang Teng 

continued hurriedly. 

“I have eaten human meat before. It’s delicious,” the lord-level Black Sand Lizard said calmly. 

“No, no. I’m different from the other humans. My meat isn’t good at all. I’m being honest,” Wang Teng 

shook his head fervently as if he was terrified. He kept retreating. 



The Black Sand Lizards around him inched closer. The entire area was packed with lizards. There was no 

path for him to escape. 

Wang Teng didn’t even know how many Black Sand Lizards there were in this area. How did they 

manage to support so many lizards? 

“There isn’t much food here. Even if it’s sour, we will still eat it,” the other lord-level Black Sand Lizard 

said. 

lan 

The ordinary Black Sand Lizards got excited. There was only one human, and he was definitely not 

enough to fill up their stomachs, but they hadn’t enjoyed human meat in a long time. Hence, they were 

happy to have a small bite of him to cleanse their palate. After all, it wasn’t easy to find a human here. 

The Black Sand Lizards bared their teeth and smiled eerily at Wang Teng. 

“Wait, I have your friend. I brought your clansman back,” Wang Teng said suddenly. 

“Clansman?” The lord-level Black Sand Lizard asked curiously. 

“That’s right. Take a look. I spent a lot of effort to save it. You should thank me.” Wang Teng took out 

the Black Sand Magnetic Lizard from his space ring. 

The instant the Black Sand Magnetic Lizard appeared, the other Black Sand Lizards started getting 

restless. They hissed at the Black Sand Magnetic Lizard in the cage. 

The Black Sand Magnetic Lizard hadn’t come to its senses yet. It opened its eyes in bewilderment and 

realized that it was back in this familiar desert with many irritating and familiar fellows around it. 

It lowered its body and hissed at the Black Sand Lizards. 

Wang Teng was stunned. 

What’s this? 

This Black Sand Magnetic Lizard seemed to be an enemy of these bunch of Black Sand Lizards. It seemed 

angry to see them. 

“Deviant!” The cold voices of the two lord-level Black Sand Lizards were heard. 

“Deviant?” Wang Teng was stunned. He understood this scene. This Black Sand Magnetic Lizard was a 

mutated lizard and wasn’t recognized by its clansmen. 

“Haha, I didn’t know that star beasts had discrimination. Interesting.” Wang Teng glanced around him 

with interest. There was disdain in his gaze. 

“Human, give this lizard to me,” a lord-level Black Sand Lizard said. 

“What if I don’t?” Wang Teng chuckled. 

“Then you can die with it.” The lord-level Black Sand Lizard howled indignantly and ordered, “Kill them!” 



The Black Sand Lizards around started hissing. They didn’t pounce on Wang Teng. Instead, as they 

hissed, the sand on the ground started floating up, painting the sky yellow. 

race 

It was a frightening scene. The entire race used their sand control talent at the same time. 

It was like a huge sandstorm. The sand formed a wall, and the visibility inside was almost zero. The 

sandstorm surged toward Wang Teng. 

“This looks good!” Wang Teng’s eyes lit up. He felt that he could add this battle technique to his 

collection. 

Chapter 752 Moons In The Sea! (1) 

Yellow sand covered the entire sky. If anyone saw this scene, they might think that a frightening 

sandstorm had dawned on this part of the desert. 

Numerous Black Sand Lizards hissed as they controlled the yellow sand that was wreaking havoc in the 

air. 

Wang Teng stood in the middle of the sandstorm with a calm expression. There was excitement in his 

eyes. 

No one saw what he did, but multiple sharp glints rose from his back and stabbed into the sandstorm. 

The shrill sonic boom got engulfed by the howls of the sandstorm. However, the hisses of the Black Sand 

Lizards had changed. They were now crying in fear and agony. 

“Stop!” The two lord-level Black Sand Lizards were astounded and furious. They screamed at Wang Teng 

“It will be embarrassing if I stop when you ask me to,” Wang Teng replied calmly. 

The flying daggers turned into sharp flashes of light as they shuttled back and forth in the sandstorm. 

Under the control of his spiritual power, they formed a large net and turned this area into a meat 

grinder, crushing all the Black Sand Lizards inside. 

There was a thick bloody stench in the air. The cries got weaker and weaker. Gradually, no voices could 

be heard anymore. 

The sandstorm died down, and the situation inside was revealed. 

The scene was tragic. There were Black Sand Lizards’ corpses everywhere, and the yellow ground turned 

red from the blood. 

Within a few seconds, the majestic troop of Black Sand Lizards was almost exterminated. Only the lord-

level Black Sand Lizards were left. They were like generals without an army. 

ere 

Wang Teng looked at the two lord-level Black Sand Lizards and smiled. “Did you just say you wanted to 

kill me?” 



The two lord-level Black Sand Lizard shuddered. They found Wang Teng’s smile evil and terrifying. They 

stepped back unconsciously and tried to suppress the fear in their hearts, stuttering, “No, we didn’t!” 

“Really? Are you saying I heard wrong?” Wang Teng asked. 

“No, you didn’t. We…” The two lord-level lizards didn’t know what to say. Why did they offend this 

monster? 

The entire race was annihilated, and he made it look so easy. This human was appalling! 

He wasn’t a human! 

“Never mind, you can’t even speak properly. You’re wasting oxygen by staying alive. You should die.” 

Wang Teng sighed. His tone was sincere though. He seemed deeply emotional that he had to send them 

on their way. 

The two lord-level Black Sand Lizards were at a loss. Why do you mean by we can’t speak properly! 

Is it our fault? 

Don’t you know why we are stuttering?/ please keep reading on MYB0XN0VEL(d0t)C0M. 

The two lord-level Black Sand Lizards wouldn’t sit and wait for death. They glanced at each other. 

“Run!” They escaped without any hesitation. They gave up when they should! 

The sand tossed and turned on the ground. It flew up and blocked Wang Teng’s vision. The two lord-

level Black Sand Lizards hurriedly crawled underground. 

“Hmph!” Wang Teng snorted. He activated his Eyes of Essence to see through the layers of sand until he 

found the two lord-level Black Sand Lizards. 

These two Black Sand Lizards were extremely smart. They knew that they needed to separate, so one 

headed to the east while the other to the west. They allowed fate to decide which one would survive. 

However, they had underestimated Wang Teng’s ability. 

A smirk appeared on his lips. He stretched his hands and clenched his fists… 

Heart Of Zhongyan! 

He activated the Heart Of Zhongyan. 

Boom! 

A loud eruption occurred deep inside the ground. The ground vibrated. 

Sand started gathering and formed two big hands. They clawed at the two Black Sand Lizards. 

The two Black Sand Lizards never imagined that Wang Teng would have this skill. They were caught off 

guard, but they wouldn’t wait for death. They hurriedly released their Sand Control Talent and 

maneuvered the sand around them to resist the big hands. 



Wang Teng felt an obstruction in his hands. He remained indifferent, though, just increasing the force a 

little. 

Boom! 

The resistance of the Black Sand Lizards was destroyed. They were grabbed tightly by the two large 

hands and dragged out of the sand. 

Bang! 

Sand spurted out like a volcano. A magnificent scene appeared not far away from where Wang Teng was 

standing. 

Two large hands formed from sand shot out from the ground with two lord-level star beasts. No matter 

how hard they struggled, they couldn’t escape from the grip. 

Sand Lock! 

Wang Teng felt that this was a great name for this skill. He nodded to himself. 

ames 

I’m such a talent in giving names! “Don’t kill me!” 

“Spare me!” The two Black Sand Lizards were terrified. They twisted and flapped in the hands. 

Wang Teng showed no mercy and clenched his fists tightly. The two Black Sand Lizards opened their 

mouths. They wanted to scream in pain, but their voices were stuck in their chest. They couldn’t let it 

out. 

Splat! 

Suddenly, The two Black Sand Lizards exploded and turned into a splatter of blood rain. It merged with 

the sand and landed on the ground. 

“Eww… This is a little disgusting. This move is too cruel. It will offend the Gods.” Wang Teng shook his 

head and expressed his compassion. After all, he was kindhearted. 

He self-reflected for three seconds before he scanned his surroundings. There were countless attribute 

bubbles floating on the sand. His eyes shone brightly. 

Get it! 

Sand Control Talent*20 

Blank Attribute*350 

Earth Force*420 

Earth Force*280 

Blank Attribute*610 

Sand Control Talent*15 



Earth Force*350 

Wang Teng gained many attributes. In summary, he received 2580 points of Sand Control Talent, 18300 

points of blank attributes, and 16500 points of earth Force. 

Chapter 753 Moons In The Sea! (2) 

Blank attributes were the most important thing to Wang Teng currently. He had accumulated enough to 

raise his Star Water Scripture to the perfected stage. 

Next, he looked at his earth Force. His earth Force was at the 13-star high-tier general stage. If he 

collected more points, he would be able to achieve a breakthrough. 

However, the ten thousand points of earth Force wasn’t enough for it to enter the planetary stage. 

There were no changes to his attributes panel. 

Wang Teng knew that he must convert all his normal Force into constellation Force before he could 

jump from the general stage to the planetary stage. 

Finally, there was the Sand Control Talent… 

When the talent merged into his body, Wang Teng felt a change in his physique. He seemed to be able 

to control sand naturally. With a wave of his hand, he could move the sand below his feet. 

He opened his palm. The sand on the ground rose up like an upside-down waterfall and twirled around 

his arm, changing its shape according to his thoughts. At one moment, it was a long sword. A second 

later, it turned into a battle sword, a flower, a bird, a fish… 

“This Sand Control Talent is more flexible than the Heart Of Zhongyan,” Wang Teng muttered to himself. 

There was an obvious difference between these two talents. 

The Heart Of Zhongyan allowed him to control rocks and stones, but its emphasis was on strength and 

brute force. 

The Sand Control Talent was more flexible and detailed. 

Wang Teng remembered the Magnetic Physique. There were some similarities between these two 

talents. Both allowed him to control sand, but the Magnetic Physique could help him control things with 

magnetic fields and formed magnetic fields. This was a unique ability, so its power was stronger… If only 

I could merge these three talents! This absurd thought appeared in Wang Teng’s mind. 

At first, this was just his wishful thinking. It was an extravagant hope. He never expected the attributes 

panel to give him a reaction. 

The attributes board showed him the formula of the merger… 

Sand Control Talent + Magnetic Physique + Heart Of Zhongyan = Heart Of Magnetic Essence! 

Cough… the way it was displayed wasn’t important. The most important thing was, after the merger of 

these three abilities, Wang Teng received an entirely new talent… 

The Heart Of Magnetic Essence! 



This was a higher-class physique talent! 

The memories of the Heart Of Magnetic Essence floated into Wang Teng’s mind. He immediately 

understood how it worked. 

In summary, this talent comprised the merits of the Magnetic Physique, the Sand Control Talent, and the 

Heart Of Zhongyan. Adding on, the potential of this talent was higher, and it was more powerful. 

Heart Of Magnetic Essence: 1000/10000 

Wang Teng was stunned when he saw the attributes panel. 

ence 

The limit of the Heart Of Magnetic Essence was ten thousand. This was higher than all the physique 

talents he had ever received. Even the Demon Lotus Poison Body couldn’t be compared with it. 

Of course, the Ancient God’s Body wasn’t counted. He cultivated that. 

The astonishing limit of the Heart Of Magnetic Essence delighted Wang Teng. He felt like he had just 

combined three normal items into one divine item. 

This was a huge gain! 

But its starting points are 1000 points. I’ll need more blank attributes to push it up. Never mind, I’ll look 

at it when I have extra blank attributes. Wang Teng shook his head, lamenting how poor he was. 

He had just received ten thousand blank attributes, but they weren’t enough at all. He was poor! 

Wang Teng grieved over his fate for a few seconds before gathering his emotions and heading further 

into the desert. His destination was the next oasis. 

Night came. 

Wang Teng arrived at the next oasis just in time. He didn’t want to spend the night in the desert. 

Cultivation was cultivation, resting was resting. He mustn’t maltreat himself. Finding a comfortable 

resting place was essential. After all, he loved to enjoy life. 

Wang Teng built a bonfire in the oasis and took out some star beast meat to barbecue. A strong 

fragrance spread out, whetting his appetite. After filling up his stomach, he started cultivating. 

He added all the blank attributes he gained to the Star Water Scripture, so it was at the perfected stage 

now. 

He activated the five scriptures together. They rumbled and spun furiously in Wang Teng’s body like five 

engines, converting his normal Force into constellation Force. 

Time flew. Five days had passed. 

One night, Wang Teng sat cross-legged in the cultivation room in the Minos III spacecraft and slowly 

opened his eyes. There was a sharp glint in them. 



A powerful and profound aura spread out from his body. He had exceeded the realms of the general 

stage! 

Wang Teng couldn’t control his happiness. All the basic five elements of Forces in his body had been 

converted into constellation Force. 

It was a tough journey. He had worked hard for so many days before he succeeded. 

Wang Teng almost cried in joy. 

If other people knew that he only used a few days to convert all his five basic elements’ Forces and was 

still pretending to feel touched by his hard work, they might kill him out of jealousy. 

Anyone that loved to act pretentious should die a terrible death! 

However, Wang Teng was honestly thinking this way. He was in a tense state after he learned of the 

alien invasion. He was afraid that unexpected changes might happen if he was a step too late. 

Hence, his heart was torn with anxiety for the past few days. 

He might be deep in the desert, but he still paid attention to what was happening in the outside world. 

Chapter 754: Moons In The Sea! (3) 

He asked his clones to look up the situation all over the world and discovered that there were signs of 

aliens in every big country. All the large nations on Earth were in their hands. 

In front of absolute power, any resistance was futile. 

Looking at the performances of these alien invaders, Wang Teng realized that they didn’t have a 

harmonious relationship. They were competitors in some sense. 

There seemed to be an unknown motive behind their actions. 

He had too little information, so he couldn’t give his analysis yet. 

He placed most of his attention on Country Xia. He could tell that the entire country was in the control 

of that blue-haired young man. He reorganized the structure and changed all the governors to aliens. 

Fortunately, the Wang family was safe. They had no choice but to listen to the orders of the invaders like 

other normal civilians. 

The Earth seemed calm on the surface, but there were many undercurrents hiding beneath. They were 

brewing a storm powerful enough to topple the human civilization. 

… 

Wang Teng kept his thoughts. His expression was solemn, and his eyes were sparkling. He mumbled to 

himself, “Everything is ready. It’s time to advance to the planetary stage! 

“I can only fight with them if we’re at the same level!” 

He closed his eyes and followed the direction of the scriptures to break through into the planetary stage. 

Focusing his mind on his body, he searched for the sea of nihility somewhere in his consciousness. 



He had seen that sea of nihility before, so he had some idea where it was. 

/ please keep reading on MYB0XN0VEL(d0t)C0M. 

He removed all thoughts from his mind and started concentrating on himself. His consciousness sunk 

deeper and deeper… 

This feeling was extremely interesting, but Wang Teng didn’t have the time to care about it. As his mind 

sank, his surroundings turned darker. He couldn’t see or feel anything. He only felt loneliness and 

emptiness. 

Wang Teng had lost count of time. He didn’t know how long had passed until he finally heard a sound. 

Ding dong! 

Such a clear and pleasant sound. It was like a water droplet landing on the surface of a calm lake. 

Wang Teng opened his ‘eyes’ and saw a sea… It was the sea of nihility! 

This is it. He should be overjoyed after finding the sea of nihility, but he was calm and composed instead. 

Form a bridge to link the sea of nihility. 

A voice echoed around him. 

Instantly, multiple rays of light appeared in the surrounding emptiness. They gathered at one spot and 

formed a bridge of light. 

Crimson! 

Gold! 

Blue! 

Green! 

Yellow! 

Five bridges of light appeared in the emptiness. 

The five bridges crossed the emptiness horizontally, heading straight for the sea of nihility. They linked 

Wang Teng to the sea of nihility. 

This was a jump in quality. 

Boom, boom, boom… 

The entire sea of nihility began vibrating. The calm surface started churning, and tall waves were 

formed. It all seemed to be stopping the five bridges from birthing. 

However, these five bridges remained sturdy and strong. They were made of constellation Force, the 

purest and thickest form of Force. They were indestructible. 



Wang Teng didn’t know that there was a high chance of failure for a normal person when breaking 

through to the planetary stage. The main reason was the lack of purity and density of Force. They were 

unable to build bridges to cross the sea. 

Wang Teng was different. His constellation Force was converted using planetary stage Force skill 

scriptures at the perfected realm. They might be basic, but they were the most complete set of 

scriptures. 

These five planetary stage scriptures had been around for many years. Countless people practiced them. 

There was a reason for their long existence. 

However, many people ignored them because they wanted to find better and higher-level scriptures. 

At this moment, above the sea of nihility, five bridges of light were forming inch by inch. They withstood 

the obstruction and vibration from the sea of nihility and finally crossed the seemingly endless distance 

to reach the shore on the other side. 

Boom! 

A huge explosion occurred. The surface of the sea of nihility erupted. 

The five different types of constellation Force rushed into the sea, giving rise to huge waves. A storm 

was raging on the sea. 

The five constellation Forces gathered beneath the surface of the sea. An invisible power compressed it, 

hammering and purifying it before it sunk gradually to the bottom of the sea. 

Wang Teng was dumbfounded. 

The constellation Force sunk into the sea of nihility! 

The scriptures didn’t mention this. They said that after the construction of the bridges of light, the 

Forces would arrive at the sea of nihility and transform into stars. Then, he would advance to the 

planetary stage. 

So, what was going on? 

Wang Teng was puzzled and astounded. If he didn’t feel the powerful presence coming from the bottom 

of the sea of nihility, he might think that his five Forces got swallowed by this patch of sea. 

Wang Teng felt helpless. He could only wait quietly. 

After some time, rays of light suddenly appeared at the pitch-black bottom of the sea of nihility. There 

were five rays: crimson, gold, blue, green, and yellow! 

The rays of light rose up, and soon, five lotuses of different colors blossomed on the surface of the sea. 

Thereafter, five huge balls rose up gradually. 

Moons in the sea! 

This was his constellation Force! 

Wang Teng had reached the planetary stage! 



Also, all his five basic Forces had reached the planetary stage! 

In the real world, Wang Teng opened his eyes. A glaring light shot out of them. If you stared at him 

carefully, you would notice five stars of different colors circling continuously in the depth of his eyes. 

Boom! 

A powerful aura swarmed out of his body like a tide. 

The five colors combined to form a light pillar. It flew out of his body and soared into the pitch-black sky. 

The sky trembled, and numerous stars shone brightly. They gave off radiant glows as if celebrating and 

congratulating Wang Teng’s advancement into the planetary stage! 

Chapter 755: Advancement And Difficulty! (1) 

Wang Teng stood up in the spacecraft. His black hair and clothes were dancing in the air even though 

there was no wind. 

The lights that erupted from his body disappeared quickly. They had only appeared for a split second. 

Five stars were slowly spinning above the sea of nihility in Wang Teng’s body. 

It was impossible to describe the five stars with words. They were exceptionally beautiful. With a faint 

light mist floating around them, they looked dreamy. The stars were formed by numerous droplets of 

light. They seemed like mysterious and magical crystals. 

This was the aggregate of constellation Force. Each star possessed a mysterious and frightening power. 

Unnoticeable fluctuations flowed out from the stars continuously. 

Wang Teng thought that he had completed the advancement process, but suddenly, a change occurred. 

The cores in the five stars started spinning. Soon, they turned into whirlpools. A powerful suction force 

could be felt from within. 

Swoosh… 

Wang Teng’s mind started trembling abruptly. The spiritual power laying prone in his consciousness was 

woken up from its sleep. 

After his spiritual power reached the Imperial Realm, it had turned into a liquid state and gathered in his 

mind like a huge dragon. 

The suction force woke up the spiritual dragon, and it roared. Five streams flowed out from its gigantic 

body, gushing toward the emptiness at the bottom of the sea. 

At this moment, Wang Teng sensed the connection between them. There seemed to be a link between 

his consciousness and the emptiness below the sea. Invisible strings linked these two together. 

The five streams from the spiritual dragon sunk deeper and deeper. Soon, they reached the sea of 

nihility. 

Boom! 



The five streams of spiritual power combined with the five stars with the help of the suction forces. They 

landed in the abyss at the core of the stars and started twirling violently. Soon, they merged with the 

cores. 

Buzz… 

The five stars started vibrating violently. 

All the spiritual power flowed towards the stars. Nothing was left. The sea of nihility resumed its 

calmness as if nothing had ever happened. 

The five stars floated above the boundless sea of nihility silently, giving off a faint glow on its surface. 

Tranquility! 

This was amazing! 

At this moment, an invisible and strange energy was released from the five stars. It flowed through 

Wang Teng’s body. 

The transformation had started! 

As the invisible force filled with vitality and power spread throughout his body, tremendous changes 

started taking place in Wang Teng’s muscles, bones, and organs… 

Unknown transformations were happening at the cellular level too. 

If one didn’t experience this change, one wouldn’t be able to imagine it. 

This was a jump in the status of life. It was a change in the very nature of a human. 

The process sounded extremely slow, but it was actually as fast as lightning. Within a few seconds, Wang 

Teng had transformed entirely. 

A faint and powerful aura burst out of his body. At this moment, his body had finally turned into the 

body of a planetary stage warrior! 

… 

As the five stars in Wang Teng’s body calmed down, the stars in the sky regained their peace. However, 

many people on Earth had noticed this extraordinary phenomenon. 

Far away in the White Eagle Nation, the capital was occupied by an alien spacecraft. This spacecraft was 

different from the one hanging above Country Xia, but it was similarly huge and terrifying. 

A golden-haired young man was standing on the top of the spacecraft. 

His hands were placed behind his back and his golden hair was swimming in the wind. He appeared holy 

and divine. Looking at the sky with his narrow eyes, he suddenly smiled. “Interesting. Someone 

managed to reach the planetary stage on his own on this underdeveloped planet. What’s more, this isn’t 

a normal planetary stage breakthrough. 

“The stars around this planet wouldn’t have reacted if it was just a normal advancement. 



“It’s been a long time since this scene last occurred.” 

… 

In Country Inka, a young man with brown hair was sitting at the top of a spacecraft. He looked into the 

night sky with his deep eyes and exclaimed, “What a surprise. It looks like this trip is getting more and 

more interesting~ 

“I’m getting excited!” 

In Country Star, on Mount Saint, a green-haired lady stood on the roof of the Holy Temple. Her white 

long gown floated against the wind. 

Alais stood behind her quietly. However, when she raised her head and saw the stars glittering in the 

sky, her gaze changed. 

“You seem happy?” the green-haired lady in front suddenly asked. 

Alais was shocked. Her gaze immediately turned indifferent, and she replied, “That’s none of your 

business.” 

The green-haired lady smiled gently. She didn’t get angry and whispered instead, “Things are getting 

interesting. I wonder who advanced to the planetary stage!” 

This scene didn’t just happen in these three places. The other aliens who had invaded Earth came out of 

their territories in astonishment. Some were surprised, some were curious, and others were 

contemptuous. 

No matter what their thoughts were, this matter had attracted the attention of all the aliens. 

Capital Xia. 

The blue-haired young man stood at the top of his spacecraft and stared into the universe. His 

expression was gloomy. 

A variable! 

This was a huge variable in his plan. A planetary stage martial warrior had appeared on Earth. 

This was an underdeveloped planet. The planetary stage shouldn’t exist here. 

Yet it did. 

Chapter 756: Advancement And Difficulty! (2) 

He had a feeling that the person who reached the planetary stage was from Country Xia. It was most 

likely the true form of the clone. He had conducted an investigation in the past few days. From the 

information, he picked out the most likely suspect. 

Without a doubt, Wang Teng had the ability, and he had been a rising star in this country. Thus, he was 

his first suspect. 



Moreover, he couldn’t be found until today. This made him even more certain that Wang Teng was the 

person hiding in the dark. 

“Are you trying to play hide and seek with me?” The blue-haired young man’s face turned cold and his 

gaze became stern. “Let’s see if you have the ability to play the game. 

“Come in!” 

A few figures flew out from the spacecraft and landed behind him, half-kneeling on the ground. 

“Young Master!” 

“Bring me all the people related to Wang Teng,” the blue-haired young man said indifferently. 

“Yes!” 

The people received his order and turned into rays of light, disappearing in the night sky. 

… 

In the Sahara Desert, Wang Teng walked out of the spacecraft and felt the changes in his body. 

He stared at the stars in the sky with shimmering eyes. 

When his body was undergoing transformation, he was able to sense the echo of the millions of stars in 

the universe. 

It felt magical! 

It was an incredible experience. 

His body seemed to have turned into a mini universe. The five stars floated above the sea of nihility, 

circling at a slow speed. 

His body had the same origin as the universe. Wang Teng felt that he could tour and survive in the 

universe with just his body. 

This feeling was extremely strong, so strong that he wanted to put it to the test right away. 
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Since ancient times, humans had been looking at the sky, yearning to visit the world above. Yet, after 

thousands of years, no one was able to escape the restraints of gravity. 

Even in modern times, when humans possessed technologies that allowed them to fly in the sky or 

spacecraft that could bring them into space, no one was able to step into the universe without any 

external help. 

Even general-stage martial warriors couldn’t tour the universe with their own power. 

Wang Teng’s eyes sparkled. With a tap of his feet, his body gradually rose into the sky. 

He moved slowly at the start. As he flew up, his speed increased. Soon, he bolted straight into the 

atmosphere like an arrow released from its bow. 



Swoosh… 

A shrill sonic boom stabbed right into Wang Teng’s eardrums. 

His body rubbed against the air around him, igniting sparks that finally turned into a large flame. Soon, 

the fire engulfed Wang Teng’s body. 

However, neither the ear-piercing sonic boom nor the flames around him hurt Wang Teng. It didn’t even 

burn his clothes. 

There was a layer of constellation Force wrapped around his body. It completely cut off the flames and 

the sound around it. 

Boom! 

Wang Teng felt that it wasn’t enough. He raised his speed and charged into space like a cannon. He 

disappeared on the spot within a split second, leaving a trail of eye-catching flames in the night sky 

behind him. 

But no one saw him because this scene appeared in the desert. 

After he reached the planetary stage, Wang Teng’s speed hit a frightening level. He was able to travel 

faster than sound. It was impossible to spot him. 

Sometime later. 

At a certain moment, Wang Teng felt a resistance above him. Something seemed to be stopping him 

from leaving the earth. 

“Boom!” 

Wang Teng frowned. His gaze turned sharp, and he released his fist. 

Boom! 

His fist aura cut through the sky. The invisible force stopping him disappeared, and Wang Teng 

continued shooting forward. 

Soon, there was only emptiness in front of him. The clouds, the air currents… everything was gone. Only 

the cold loneliness and emptiness didn’t change. 

The universe! 

Universe comprised space and time. 

This was how the ancestors defined the universe. 

Wang Teng stood in the dark emptiness. The blue planet floated below him, with a boundless void in 

front. Some distance away, there were shimmering stars scattered on this black canvas. It was beautiful 

and out of the world. 

There were stars, countless of them. 

This was the first time he was standing in the universe. He felt emotional. 



The sense of achievement was incomparable. He could stand in the universe without any external help. 

The joy of breaking the boundaries of life welled up in his heart. 

“This feels amazing!” Wang Teng clenched his fist and smiled. Then, his gaze turned cold. He looked in 

Country Xia’s direction and murmured to himself, “It’s time to go back!” 

… 

Capital Xia! 

The blue-haired young man sent his men to escort everyone related to Wang Teng to Capital Xia. This 

included the Wang family, Lin Chuxia, Lin Chuhan, Dan Taixuan, and even his classmates like Hou 

Pingliang and Baili Qingfeng. 

Almost everyone who knew Wang Teng was caught. The technology of the alien civilization was 

extremely advanced. No one was able to escape their search. 

In the middle of Capital Xia, a metallic high platform was being built below the gigantic alien spacecraft. 

The Wang family, Lin Chuhan, Lin Chuxia, and the others were locked up in different cages. These cages 

were hung in mid-air for everyone to enjoy. 

The blue-haired young man ordered his men to place a table and chair on the high platform. He then sat 

down casually. Beautiful ladies surrounded him, massaged his legs, and fed him food. He looked like a 

playboy. 

There was a faint smirk at the edge of his lips. Finally, he opened his mouth and said, “If you don’t tell 

me where Wang Teng is, don’t blame me for being merciless.” 

He treated Wang Teng as his first opportunity on the earth. He would definitely get the clone skill. If 

these stupid and backward Earthlings didn’t cooperate with him, he didn’t mind conducting a massacre. 

The entire Wang family was shocked and infuriated. They were worried. They didn’t know that the 

aliens wanted to target Wang Teng. 

Grandpa Wang and the others didn’t know why the alien invaders wanted to look for Wang Teng. 

However, they were certain that it wasn’t for anything good. 

The younger generations and Wang Teng’s aunts were terrified. They stared at Grandpa Wang 

unconsciously. 

“Why are you anxious? The worse is death,” Grandpa Wang said calmly with a fierce aura, suppressing 

the astonishment and anger in his heart. 

“Dad, do you know where Wang Teng is? He’s so powerful; he must be able to beat these aliens. If he 

doesn’t come, the aliens will kill us,” Wang Teng’s aunt, Zhao Huili, stammered. 

Wang Shengguo and Li Xiumei’s faces turned black. 

“Mom!” Wang Yanan’s expression changed and called her mom hurriedly. 

They were blood-related. Her words were a little hurtful. 



“Enough. Little Teng might be a talent, but he isn’t the aliens’ match. Aren’t you sending him to death by 

asking him to come out?” Wang Shenghong was infuriated. 

“But if Wang Teng doesn’t come, we will die!” Zhao Huili said in fear. “I don’t mind death, but Yanan and 

Yalong are still young.” 

“You!” Wang Shenghong turned green in anger. He raised his hand and wanted to slap her. 

“Alright, don’t embarrass yourself.” Grandpa Wang waved his hand and glanced at Zhao Huili. “Do you 

think these aliens will let us go after Little Teng comes? 

“Those who are not our kin are sure to be of a different heart! 

“Even if Little Teng appears, the aliens wouldn’t release us. 

“Little Teng is our only hope. If he stays hidden, we might live. The aliens will keep us alive to lure him.” 

Zhao Huili was stunned by Grandpa Wang’s words. She had made those statements out of fear, but 

Grandpa Wang’s reminder doused her with a bucket of cold water. Her face turned pale. 

Wang Teng was their only hope, but what had she said… 

“Old man, you’re too noisy!” The blue-haired young man’s expression turned ugly. He sneered. “It 

seems like you want to do this the hard way. Alright, have a taste of despair. I have ample time to play 

with you.” 

With a wave of his hand, the cage lit up with blue arcs. 

Slash! Boom! 

The people in the cages got electrocuted. They trembled in pain. The electrocution wouldn’t cost them 

their lives, but they would experience continuous pain. It was a perfect torturing method. 

Chapter 757: They Are Like Dogs 

Capital Xia used to be the most prosperous city in the country, yet it was taken over by a huge 

spacecraft, which cast its large shadow over the city. 

In the center of Capital Xia, on a high platform made of metal, there laid a few cages with people locked 

up inside. Many people were looking at them from the tall buildings around them. 

The blue-haired young man didn’t stop them. He was glad to see this scene. 

This was like an execution scene in the olden days. Normal people could spectate the scene to serve as a 

warning and frighten the public. 

The members of the Wang family weren’t martial warriors, so they were in excruciating pain after the 

electrocution. They groaned in agony. 

But no one said anything. 



The blue-haired young man didn’t get impatient. He wore a mocking smile on his face as he looked 

towards the other cage and asked, “You’re Wang Teng’s classmates, right? You are the closest friends he 

had in school. Do you know where he is?” 

Hou Pingliang, Baili Qingfeng, Xu Jie, Bai Wei, and a few others were locked up in this cage. They sat 

cross-legged on the ground. Although agitated, as martial warriors who had experienced calamities such 

as the sea beasts riot, they had a strong mentality. They were able to remain composed. 

“What an unexpected catastrophe.” Lu Shu pushed his glasses, reflecting light on the transparent glass. 

“As expected of the man who I felt was dangerous. Even when he isn’t around, his dangerous aura is 

affecting me.” Baili Qingfeng was tensed up. His muscles were bulging out like a wild beast ready to 

launch its attack. Yet his words made others speechless. 

“I don’t know about the danger, but that blue-haired fellow is too pretentious. He has so many beauties 

around him, yet he’s enjoying them all alone. Outrageous!” Song Shuhang said furiously. 

“That’s right, outrageous!” Lu Shu’s eyes lit up. He continued, “Anyway, which one do you fancy? I like 

the one with a big chest.” 

“I like the one with a firm butt. That line… is too exaggerating. My mom says that someone with a nice 

butt is a good wife!” Baili Qingfeng commented seriously. 

“I like the one with long legs. I can play with those legs for a year!” Song Shuhang said. 

Xu Jie: … 

Bai Wei: … 

Yu Hao: … 

Hou Pingliang: … 

The blue-haired young man: … 

Xu Jie, Bai Wei, and Yu Hao were speechless. Where did these three weirdos come from? Didn’t they 

know what situation they were in currently? 

Wasn’t their focus point a little askew? 

“Enough, seriously!” Hou Pingliang covered his face. He felt embarrassed. 

The smirk on the blue-haired young man’s face below suddenly froze. He looked a little constipated. 

Constipation for three days straight! 

These three fellows dared to ignore his words and disregard him! 

They even commented on his servants in front of him. 

No one had ever dared to treat him with such disrespect. Yet these low-class Earthlings he looked down 

upon did what others didn’t and said what others wouldn’t. 

How could he bear with it! 



“Amazing. Y’all are amazing!” He squeezed these words out of his mouth in anger. 

Instantly, glaring sparks appeared on the cage. 

Boom, boom… 

The three young men trembled from the electrocution. They looked as if they had a spasm. Burnt smell 

wafted out from their bodies, and their hair stood up. 

A few seconds later, their faces turned black, and white smoke started floating out of their mouths. They 

kept twitching. 

The Wang family immediately felt that their electrocution was nothing when they saw their intense 

reaction. 

Grandpa Wang felt his face muscles trembling. “They’re here because of us. But they’re a little cheeky.” 

Wang Shengguo and Li Xiumei didn’t know what to say. They had strange expressions on their faces, and 

they seemed hesitant to voice out their thoughts. 

“I’ll spare you for now. I’ll teach a lesson properly later.” The blue-haired young man snorted. He turned 

and looked at the last cage. 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia were locked up there. 

The blue-haired young man’s eyes lit up when he saw the two sisters. He had noticed them for a long 

time and was startled by their looks. 

Besides, they were sisters! 

He couldn’t control the desire in his heart since they were already in his hands. 

The blue-haired young man stood up and came to the third cage. He looked at Lin Chuhan and Lin 

Chuxia and gave a gentle and handsome smile, or at least that was what he thought. He said in an 

arrogant tone, “I know that you have a close relationship with Wang Teng. I’ll give you one chance to tell 

me where he is. I won’t make things difficult for you, and you can even be my servants.” 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia were stunned. They were astounded as if they had heard something absurd! 

Was he asking them for Wang Teng’s location? 

They didn’t know, but even if they did, they wouldn’t betray him. 

The funniest thing was, this blue-haired fellow wanted them to be his servants. He seemed to think that 

this was a gift for them. 

He was full of himself. 

Were aliens all so strange? 

“Young Master, what’s good about these two female Earthlings? Are they better than us?” Before Lin 

Chuhan and Lin Chuxua could say anything, a pitiful and seductive voice sounded behind them. 



A beautiful young lady in a purple gown walked over with a pout. She stared at the blue-haired young 

man bitterly. 

This young lady was one of the servants of this blue-haired young man. It seemed that her status wasn’t 

low. If not, she wouldn’t have dared to speak to him voluntarily. 

“Look at what you’re saying. They can’t be compared with you guys, but they are still quite beautiful. 

Also, your young master needs a change of taste sometimes,” the blue-haired young man held the lady’s 

purple gown with a smile and said shamelessly. 

“Young Master~” The young lady dragged her words, whining in a sweet and seductive voice. 

The blue-haired young man’s heart almost melted. He liked this servant dearly. Her figure and looks 

were top-notch, and he never got tired of listening to her voice. Hence, he didn’t mind her occasional 

small tempers. 

“Sister, they’re so disgusting.” While they were flirting, someone interrupted them and spoiled the 

entire atmosphere. 

“That’s right, they look like dogs.” Another soft voice joined in the conversation. 

“Yeah, a male dog and a female dog that came from outer space.” The person who spoke first laughed 

loudly as if she had seen something extremely funny. 

Chapter 758: All Of You Should Die! 

The blue-haired young man and the lady in purple gown froze. They simultaneously turned to look at the 

two sisters in the cage. 

“Are you mocking me?” the blue-haired young man asked in disbelief. 

“Did I?” Lin Chuxia tilted her head and looked at the two of them innocently. 

“Young girl, do you know the consequences of having a glib tongue?” the lady in a purple gown asked 

unhappily. “Your tongue will get cut off.” 

“Sister, I’m so scared. This old lady is evil!” Lin Chuxia hurriedly hid in Lin Chuhan’s arms like a frightened 

little bunny. 

The lady’s face turned black. 

Old… old lady??! 

Evil? 

Her face was filled with astonishment as if she had heard something unbelievable. Her mind couldn’t 

make sense of what was happening. 

Her face turned green in anger. She turned to the blue-haired young man and complained sweetly, 

“Young Master, look at them. They’re scolding me.” 

The blue-haired young man waved his hand and said to the two sisters, “It looks like you won’t shed a 

tear until you see the coffin. 



“Do you think that I have a good temper!” 

The young man seemed furious. He was mocked and embarrassed by these people time and again. His 

patience and temper were gone. 

Killing intent seeped out of his body. 

“Since none of you are talking, you can go and die. Once you are dead, that coward will definitely 

appear!” the blue-haired young man said indignantly. 

“Young Master, pass these two ladies to me. I’ll educate them.” The lady in a purple gown sneered. “No 

matter how tough they are, I’ll make them obedient.” 

“Good!” The blue-haired young man gave an evil smile. Seemingly thinking of something, he nodded and 

continued, “I’ll leave them in your hands. Don’t disappoint me.” 

“Don’t worry. I promise that you’ll be satisfied,” the lady in a purple gown replied. 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia’s expressions changed slightly. 
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This lady was indeed wicked. 

“We won’t let you succeed even if we die,” Lin Chuhan said resolutely. 

“That’s not for you to decide.” The lady in the purple gown wasn’t worried that these two sisters would 

commit suicide. Their limbs were tied up, and their Force was sealed. They couldn’t kill themselves. She 

said to a martial warrior at the side, “Open the cage. I’ll bring them out.” 

The martial warrior gave an ambiguous smile and sniggered. “Zi Ling, don’t be too harsh on them. If you 

hurt them, Young Master won’t be able to play with them.” 

“Hmph, I don’t need you to tell me that.” Zi Ling rolled her eyes at the martial warrior. 

The martial warrior almost got mesmerized by her pretty and cheeky expression. He hurriedly shifted his 

gaze away, not daring to take another look. 

She was the young master’s woman. If he took another look and offend the young master, he would be 

in trouble. 

He immediately opened the cage and raised his hand to invite Zi Ling to step forward. 

Zi Ling straightened her neck like an arrogant white swan and walked inside. She dragged Lin Chuhan 

and Lin Chuxia out roughly. 

She might look frail and weak, but she was a general-stage martial warrior. The blue-haired young man 

had invested many dan medicines in her. She was stronger than a normal martial warrior. 

Zi Ling patted Lin Chuxia’s face and said, “Little girl, why don’t you try being tough again?” 

“Pfft!” Lin Chuxia wasn’t a delicate lady who was easy to bully. She spat saliva at Zi Ling. 

Zi Ling was stunned. She touched the saliva on her face with wide eyes. She was in disbelief. 



“You, you…” 

“What about me? Does my saliva taste good?” Lin Chuxia chuckled. 

“You’re looking for death!” Trembling in anger, Zi Ling raised her hand to slap her. 

Lin Chuhan charged forward and slammed into Zi Ling with her head. She couldn’t care since her 

younger sister was about to get hit. 

Zi Ling didn’t expect Lin Chuhan to be able to use such a brutal method after her Force got sealed. They 

were standing quite close, so Lin Chuhan slammed into her chest. Her head throbbed in pain. She 

retreated uncontrollably. 

Pain! 

The slap intended for Lin Chuxia failed naturally. 

Zi Ling couldn’t care about it. She clutched her chest and gasped in pain. She wished she could rub her 

chest to alleviate the pain, but the situation didn’t allow her to. 

The expressions of the martial warriors beside her turned strange. However, they didn’t dare to look 

again. They lowered their heads and pretended that they didn’t see anything. 

The blue-haired young man coughed awkwardly and asked, “Erm, Zi Ling, are you alright?” 

“Young Master, I’m fine. I’m good.” Zi Ling squeezed out a smile on her face. She was pale. 

“Why don’t you take a rest first? There’s no hurry to educate them. I’m not in a rush,” the blue-haired 

young man said. 

“No, I will educate them now. I’ll let them know how I do things,” Zi Ling gritted her teeth and said. 

“Erm… alright. As long as you’re happy,” the blue-haired young man replied hurriedly. He felt that Zi Ling 

seemed exceptionally terrifying at this moment. 

Anger shot out of Zi Ling’s eyes as she glared at Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia. If gazes could kill, the Lin 

sisters would have been cut into pieces. 

She must take revenge for hitting her chest! 

Ouch… it hurts! 

The blue-haired young man turned away and ordered his men to open the other two cages. He pulled 

the Wang family and Wang Teng’s friends out and lined them up in a row on the high platform. 

He returned to his seat on the high platform and enjoyed the service of his beautiful servants. He then 

pointed at Grandpa Wang who was the first in the row and said coldly, “Let’s start from him. We’ll kill 

this old fellow first. Chop off his head and hang it up!” 

Everyone’s expression underwent a huge change. This blue-haired young man wanted to kill Grandpa 

Wang! 



“Damn it!” Wang Shengjun, Wang Shenghong, and the other members of the Wang family were 

infuriated. They came in front of Grandpa Wang to protect him. 

“Kill me if you dare. Why are you targeting the elderly!” Wang Shengguo stood up and shouted. 

“Move! An old man should be the one to die first,” Grandpa Wang pushed everyone aside and said 

calmly. 

“Dad!” Everyone was sorrowful. 

“Don’t be impatient. Everyone will get their turn.” The blue-haired young man didn’t raise his head as he 

spoke. “Pull the others away. Kill the old man first.” 

“Yes!” the martial warriors replied in unplanned unison before going forward to drag everyone away. 

“Dad!” 

“Bastard, how dare you?!” 

… 

The Wang family was struggling, so the martial warriors had to hold them back forcefully. They wanted 

to let them witness the death of Grandpa Wang personally! 

“Dad, it’s our fault.” Wang Shengguo was filled with guilt. Tears fell down continuously. 

“Don’t be sorry. Tell Little Teng that I’m proud of him!” Grandpa Wang shook his head and gave a gentle 

smile. 

“If you’re done talking, you can die!” A martial warrior raised his blade and aimed it at Grandpa Wang’s 

neck. 

“No!” 

The Wang family shouted in despair. 

“Attack!” Furious shouts suddenly came from around them. A few figures dashed out from the high 

buildings and charged towards the platform. 

“The little rats are finally moving!” The blue-haired young man smirked. “Stop them!” 

A few figures rushed up the platform and started fighting with the martial warriors who had appeared in 

the sky. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

No time was wasted. Explosions resounded in the sky instantly. 

The martial warriors who dashed out were Dan Taixuan, Ye Jixin, and a few other familiar faces. They 

didn’t get caught by the blue-haired young man. 

They were planning to hide. When they heard that the Wang family got caught, they sneaked into 

Capital Xia and hid in the tall skyscrapers. 



In the end, they still had to come out. 

The blue-haired young man wanted to kill the Wang family. Based on their relationship with Wang Teng, 

they wouldn’t be able to face him if they didn’t stop the young man. 

Dan Taixuan and the others didn’t think that the aliens were so powerful. They were at the disadvantage 

almost instantly. They had no extra energy to take care of the Wang family. 

The martial warrior on the high platform didn’t get affected. He swung the blade in his hand down as if 

he hadn’t seen the battle in the sky. 

This blade was extremely fast and sharp. Dan Taixuan and the others wanted to help, but they didn’t 

have the time! 

The Wang family thought that they were saved, but they rejoiced too soon. They closed their eyes in 

despair and pain. 

It was torture for them to witness the execution of Grandpa Wang. 

Especially his sons. They couldn’t do anything even though their father was in danger. No one was able 

to understand their agony and suffering. 

The blade was inches away from Grandpa Wang’s throat. 

Grandpa Wang felt the chilling cold stinging the skin on his throat. The blade glow had already wounded 

his skin. Blood seeped out. 

He closed his eyes without any fear. At his age, death didn’t mean much anymore. He just didn’t expect 

himself to die in the hands of aliens. 

He felt a tinge of regret. He didn’t manage to see his beloved grandson getting married and having 

children. He wouldn’t be able to witness the Wang family climbing to greater heights. 

… 

“Sigh!” 

Grandpa Wang sighed from the bottom of his heart and closed his eyes. This might be his end, but it 

wouldn’t be the end of the Wang family. 

However, the pain and death he expected didn’t happen. Instead, a loud explosion echoed beside his 

ear. 

Boom! 

It was so close that his eardrums started hurting from the vibration. At the same time, a strong wind 

brushed against his face. He almost fell back due to the impact. 

A gentle force held him up and stabilized his body. 

Grandpa Wang opened his eyes slowly and saw a familiar person standing in front of him. The alien who 

was holding the blade a moment ago had fallen to the ground. 



“Little Teng!” Grandpa Wang couldn’t believe his eyes. 

This person was Wang Teng. He had rushed here from the Sahara desert. 
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“Grandpa!” Wang Teng turned and glanced at Grandpa Wang. He said apologetically, “I’m sorry that I 

made you suffer.” 

“You shouldn’t have come back!” Grandpa Wang wasn’t elated. Instead, he was worried. 

“It’s alright. I’ll take it from here.” Wang Teng shook his head without any explanation. He turned and 

looked at the blue-haired young man, his expression turning cold. “All of you deserve to die!” 

Chapter 759: Is There Something Wrong With Your Brain? 

Wang Teng suddenly appeared on the high platform as if he had materialized out of thin air. The abrupt 

eruption attracted everyone’s gaze. 

The first person to react was Grandpa Wang, followed by the Wang family and the other martial 

warriors. 

“It’s Wang Teng!” 

“He’s back!” 

Dan Taixuan, Ye Jixin, and the other general-stage martial warriors heaved a sigh of relief when they saw 

the familiar figure on the high platform. 

This fellow was finally back! 

Regardless, the Wang family was saved temporarily. 

“Son!” 

Wang Shengguo and Li Xiumei were stunned when they saw Wang Shengguo. Tears continued falling 

down their eyes involuntarily. 

You couldn’t blame them for being too weak. A normal human was nothing in front of these alien 

invaders. They didn’t have any chance of resisting. 

No one could understand their pain and suffering. 

They were overjoyed and worried at the same time. 

They were elated because Wang Teng’s appearance meant Grandpa Wang was safe. It also saved the 

entire Wang family. 

They were worried because the aliens were too powerful. Would Wang Teng be their match? 

“Little Teng!” 

Wang Shenghong, Wang Shengjun, Zhao Huili, and others felt emotional. This was the joy of surviving an 

ordeal. 



“Younger brother.” 

“Brother Teng!” 

Wang Yanan’s gaze landed on Wang Tang. She could finally feel at ease. She seemed to have found her 

moral support. 

The younger ones like Wang Haoran and Fang Qianwen shouted in excitement. In their eyes, Wang Teng 

was the strongest. He was a famous genius in Country Xia and even the world. With his appearance, he 

would definitely be able to defeat the aliens and take revenge for them. 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia’s eyes shone brightly when they saw Wang Teng. 

He’s back! 

This was the only thought in their minds. 

“Is that your man?” Zi Ling stared at them in disdain when she saw their expressions. 

“Go away!” 

“Go away!” 

She received two angry replies. 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia didn’t care about their image and cursed directly in front of these alien 

invaders. However, after they said it, they were stunned. 

Lin Chuhan. When the lady said that Wang Teng was their man, Lin Chuxia didn’t disagree. Instead, she 

shouted back at the lady too. 

Her reaction… 

Lin Chuhan shook her head. Chuxia was probably furious and retorted because they shared the same 

hatred for the enemy. 

She stopped thinking about this. After all, this wasn’t the right time to think about such random things. 

Zi Ling got enraged again. She glared at them and said, “Wait for Young Master to kill him. He has killed 

many so-called geniuses on this planet.” 

“You!” 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia were furious. Lin Chuxia wanted to respond, but Lin Chuhan pulled her back 

and shook her head. 

Lin Chuxia swallowed her anger and looked in the direction of the platform. Her gaze was filled with 

concern. 

Zi Ling scoffed and kept quiet. She wondered what hopeless expression they would give after Wang 

Teng got killed. 

Things would get more interesting then! 



… 

The blue-haired young man stood up slowly. His face was filled with contempt as he stared into Wang 

Teng’s eyes and opened his mouth. “Did you just say I deserve to die?” 

“Is there something wrong with your mind?” Wang Teng tilted his head slightly and looked at the other 

party as if he was an idiot. “I said all of you deserve to die. All of you, not just you. Don’t you understand 

the human language?’ 

“Something wrong… with my mind?” The blue-haired young man was stunned. He was in a daze from 

the scolding. 

This brat was sharp-tongued! 

And extremely arrogant! 

Even more than him! 

The blue-haired young man had never received such treatment before. His expression turned gloomy, 

and the muscles on his face twitched uncontrollably. 

Some distance away, the general-stage martial warriors stared at them weirdly. 

As expected of Wang Teng! 

Sharp-tongued and conceited! 

He wasn’t afraid of these aliens with profound abilities and hurled insults at them as he normally would. 

Nothing wrong with that. 

He was the real Wang Teng. 

Lin Chuhan and Lin Chuxia were staggered too. They felt a tinge of sympathy towards the blue-haired 

young man. 

Zi Ling, who was beside them, froze. She was appalled. Did she hear correctly? Did he really say that? 

The respectable young master in her heart got scolded?? 

Where did this Earthling get his courage from? 

“Do you want to die?” the blue-haired young man squinted at him and asked furiously. 

“Come on babe~” Wang Teng hooked his finger at him. 

The blue-haired young man went into a daze. He didn’t understand what Wang Teng was saying. 

Wang Teng didn’t want to waste any more time. His expression turned dark, and he shouted, “Come 

here, you idiot!” 

Silence. 

There was dead silence. 



Everyone was shocked by his shout, and they stared at him absentmindedly. Their mind shut off 

temporarily. 

“You’re tempting fate!” 

The blue-haired young man’s face was as black as the bottom of a pot. Anger had engulfed him entirely. 

A powerful force of presence surged out from his body as his blood boiled. 

Boom! 

He tapped the ground with his feet, leaving a large hole on the ground. Cracks like spiderwebs spread 

around the hole. 

The blue-haired young man shot out, turning into lingering shadows as he dashed towards Wang Teng. 

He had exceeded the speed of light. 

Wang Teng turned serious. He stomped the ground, smashing the head of the martial warrior in charge 

of the execution of Grandpa Wang. Blood splattered everywhere, and a huge hole appeared below it. 

Wang Teng had already disappeared. 

What amazing speed. 

“This speed?!” 

Dan Taixuan and Ye Jixin were flabbergasted when they saw this scene from the sky. Waves of 

bewilderment crashed into their hearts. 

This wasn’t the speed of a general-stage martial warrior! 

They exchanged glances with each other. An incredible thought popped out in their minds. 

Had Wang Teng reached that level?! 

Boom! 

At this moment, Wang Teng and the blue-haired young man had already collided. Both of them released 

their fists. It was brute force against brute force. 

A thick constellation Force erupted from their bodies! 

The constellation Force on the blue-haired young man’s body was blue in color. It rose up behind him 

like a towering tsunami, surging towards Wang Teng in full force. 

Wang Teng didn’t dare to be careless. The star formed from the constellation earth Force started 

spinning furiously above the sea of nihility in his body. Boundless constellation earth Force shot out. 

The constellation earth Force gathered into a mountain with Wang Teng in the middle. It pressed down 

on the gigantic wave opposite him, forcing it down. 

Boom! 

Some distance away, the spectators could no longer see signs of the blue-haired young man or Wang 

Teng. They only saw the towering tsunami and the majestic mountain. 



It was a grand and magnificent scene! 

Chapter 760: Weak And Strong! 

Boom! 

Huge waves formed of Force swept through the air. However, they couldn’t move the mountain erected 

in front. 

Suddenly, the two illusions disappeared, and the two young men separated. They were Wang Teng and 

the blue-haired young man. 

After retreating a few hundred meters within a split second, they floated in mid-air and stared at each 

other. 

“You’ve indeed advanced to the planetary stage!” The blue-haired young man was dumbfounded. He 

turned grim. 

Wang Teng didn’t reply to him, but his reaction was a confirmation of the guess. 

Dan Taixuan and Ye Jixin saw this scene some distance away. They couldn’t hide the astonishment on 

their faces nor suppressed the bewilderment in their hearts. 

Wang Teng had advanced to a stage no one on Earth had ever reached! 

From what the blue-haired young man said, this realm was called… 

The planetary stage! 

They didn’t understand what these three words represented, but they knew that the power represented 

by this stage was incomparable. 

The power of the attack and the speed they used to test one another was already beyond their 

imagination. 

On the other side, Zi Ling’s eyes widened in surprise too. 

This Earthling had reached the planetary stage! 

How… is that possible?? 

She thought that Wang Teng would be ruthlessly tortured to death by her master, but this Earthling 

wasn’t a weakling easy to bully. 

The blue-haired young man opened his mouth and said with a calm expression, “The clone is yours, 

right? You hadn’t reached the planetary stage at that time, so you used your clone as a scout while you 

stayed hidden. After you advance to the planetary stage by some means, you think that you have the 

power to fight with me, so you came out. Am I right?” 

Wang Teng didn’t deny it. 

“If that’s true, you’re too naive!” The blue-haired young man sneered. “You don’t know the distance 

between you and me! 



“There’s a difference between planetary stages. I wonder what luck you have to be able to advance to 

the planetary stage on this underdeveloped planet, but you won’t be able to comprehend the difference 

between the weak and the strong!” 

The blue-haired young man’s arrogant words echoed in the sky. The expressions of the Earth’s martial 

warriors around them changed. He might sound a little conceited, but this was the truth. The martial 

arts civilization on Earth and in outer space was different. 

Wang Teng might have reached the planetary stage but… 

Boom! 

Suddenly, a terrifying Force exploded from the blue-haired young man’s body. He disappeared on the 

spot, leaving no traces of him behind, not even a lingering shadow. He appeared directly in front of 

Wang Teng and laughed like a maniac. 

“You should feel fortunate to be able to die in my hands!” 

An ice-blue battle sword had appeared in his hand. He aimed it directly at Wang Teng’s heart. 

The tip of the sword was covered with a cold ice-blue glow. It seemed to be able to cut the air. A clear 

white line appeared in mid-air. 

The wind brushed against the blue-haired young man’s hair, blowing it up. His cold-blooded and 

arrogant face was revealed to everyone. 
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On the other hand, Wang Teng’s expression didn’t change despite facing such a powerful move. His gaze 

remained composed as he stared into the blue-haired young man’s eyes. The blue-haired young man 

was stunned. 
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Clang! 

A clear metallic clang was heard. 

No one knew when this strange pitch-black weapon appeared in the path of the long sword and 

forcefully blocked the lethal attack. 

This weapon was Mo Que! 

Naturally, Mo Que couldn’t be compared with the ice-blue long sword, but Wang Teng had enveloped it 

with a thick layer of earth Force, so its defense ability was incredible. That was why it didn’t get chopped 

into two instantly. 

Even so, a faint white mark could be seen on Mo Que. It was obviously left by the ice-blue long sword. 

Wang Teng’s gaze flickered. He felt powerful energy surging towards him, knocking his entire body 

backward. 



The blue-haired young man rushed forward and struck his ice-blue long sword out continuously. The 

frightening sword glow flew towards Wang Teng. 

Wang Teng tapped his feet in mid-air to stop himself from falling back. Then, he twisted his body and 

dodged the multiple slashes of the sword. 

His mind spun furiously. He knew that he couldn’t beat the blue-haired young man with only one 

element. His opponent wasn’t a beginner in the planetary stage. 

He had at least reached the third level of the planetary stage! 

It was recorded in the planetary stage scriptures that there were nine levels in the planetary stage. Every 

advancement in level would cause a great change to your ability, allowing you to overpower any low-

level martial warriors in your realm. 

By right, based on level, Wang Teng would never be the blue-haired young man’s match. After all, Wang 

Teng was only at the first level of the planetary stage. The difference between the first and third level 

was huge. 

Fortunately, he had his trump cards. All his five basic elements had advanced to the planetary stage 

simultaneously. If he released them in unison, he wouldn’t lose to the blue-haired young man. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

At the same time, another two stars started spinning in Wang Teng’s body. They were the wood star and 

the water star! 

Wood, water, and earth. The Forces within these three stars erupted. 

Wang Teng held his weapon with both hands and threw it out. Green, blue, and yellow colors merged 

together, forming a terrifying blade glow. 

The blue-haired young man squinted. He didn’t have any time to waste. He quickly released his Force 

and wielded his sword. A sword glow cut through the air and met with the blade glow. 

This sword and blade glow shot right into the sky, almost boring a hole in it. The two glows collided and 

started destroying each other. A deafening explosion occurred. 

The strong gale swept through the sky. Everyone fell from the impact. 

The alien martial warriors under the blue-haired young man couldn’t care about Dan Taixuan and the 

other Earth martial warriors anymore. They quickly retreated until they couldn’t be harmed by the 

residual impact. 

Dan Taixuan and the others protected the Wang family and brought them away from the battleground 

of Wang Teng and the blue-haired young man. They were ordinary people, so the aftereffects were 

enough to cost them their lives. 



The residual impact wreaked havoc, destroying numerous skyscrapers in the surroundings. This used to 

be the prosperous central district of Capital Xia, so there were many skyscrapers, office buildings, and 

shopping malls. However, everything was razed. 

After the blade and sword glow devoured each other, Wang Teng and the blue-haired young man’s 

figure could finally be seen again. 

The blue-haired young man stood on a building that was chopped into two and stared at Wang Teng 

who was standing erect on another tall tower. He opened his mouth with an ugly expression. 

“Three elements! 

“You possess three elements!” 

He sounded exasperated and unconvinced. He couldn’t accept the reality in front of him. 

He always thought that he was a genius, a level higher than other aliens. The Earthlings on this 

underdeveloped planet were nothing to him. 

Yet, he discovered an Earthling who was on par with him in terms of ability and even possessed more 

talent than him. As someone who just reached the planetary stage, he was able to fight with a third-

level planetary stage martial warrior. 

This sudden change was a huge blow to the arrogant young man. 

“Didn’t you say you wanted to show me the difference between the weak and the strong?” Wang Teng 

asked in a calm tone. 

There were no emotions in his monotonous voice, but his words were extremely stinging to the blue-

haired young man. He felt humiliated and embarrassed. 

The blue-haired young man’s face turned green and white in anger. 

Damn it, he didn’t expect an Earthling to have such exceptional talent! 

He knew a few other geniuses, but none of them possessed three different elements and had all three 

of them reaching the planetary stage! 

There weren’t many talents like him in the universe! 

Yet, there was one on this underdeveloped planet. He didn’t understand! 

This didn’t make sense! 

No matter what, this was a tight slap to his face. The blue-haired young man had never felt so 

embarrassed before. His face was hurting. 

“Don’t stop. Continue your performance.” Wang Teng hooked his finger at the blue-haired young man 

again. 

He wanted to trample the young man’s confidence little by little. He would shatter everything this young 

man was proud of one by one. 



This was the only way to appease his anger! 

“This is outrageous!” The blue-haired young man exploded in anger. 

Performance? 

This was a humiliation! 

This Earthling had the balls to humiliate him?! 

Where did he get his confidence from? What right did he have? Who did he think he was? 
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Anger overpowered his logic. The blue-haired young man furiously activated the constellation Force in 

his body and charged toward Wang Teng. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Violent explosions ensued. The two young men turned into two rays of light. They collided in the air 

without stopping, destroying numerous buildings with their attacks. They fought from the ground to the 

sky, from the sky to the top of the spacecraft. 

No matter how hard the blue-haired young man tried, he wasn’t able to hurt Wang Teng. The longer he 

fought, the more he felt that his opponent was extraordinary. 

This Earthling was able to survive to this moment with his first-level planetary stage ability. 

A jump in level! 

Only a real genius could do this. 

He had to admit that he wasn’t as talented as this Earthling. 

But the more he felt this way, the stronger his jealousy. His eyes turned red, and he lost his composure 

entirely. 

Die! 

Die! 

Go and die! 

The light around his battle sword grew thicker, and a blue sword glow stabbed into the sky. Roaring 

waves a hundred meters tall surged out, one after another. There seemed to be no end to them. They 

covered the entire sky. 

Ultima Water Sword Skill! 

Thousand Crashing Ripples! 

Boom! 

Large waves crashed towards Wang Teng. 



Wang Teng stared at the waves seriously. He could sense the overwhelming power of this move, so he 

immediately released the five Forces in his body. The five different elements shot out of his body. 

At the same time, a sword glow exploded from the Mo Que in his hand. It soared into the sky. 

Scorching flames congregated on the surface. 

Star Fire Sword Slash! 

This was the planetary stage battle technique he had received! 

He had used his blank attributes to raise it to the perfected stage. Besides that, he merged the other 

four different elements sword consciouses into this sword move. The sword glow became even more 

terrifying. 

The energy inside turned berserk. They were going to explode at any moment. 

Boom! 

Amidst the terrifying airwaves, Wang Teng felt that he was on the verge of losing control of his sword. 

He released his move without any hesitation. 

Raging flames covered the surface of the sword glow as it swept towards the towering waves. 

The sky was split into two, waves on one side and flames on another. It was a majestic sight. 

 


